
BOOK REVIEW

THE FIRST BOTANICAL COLLECTORS IN NEPAL – The Fern collections of

Hamilton, Gardner and Wallich – lost herbaria, a lost botanist, lost letters and lost

books somewhat rediscovered. Fraser-Jenkins, C.R. 2006. Hardback with dust
wrapper. vi + 106 pp., 12 pls (colour). ISBN 81-211-506-4. Bishen Singh Mahendra Pal
Singh, Dehra Dun. 30 Euros ($40).

The title of this short book and its first subtitle summarise the subjects covered, while
the second subtitle serves to convey something of its flavour. This is an important
contribution to existing literature on the botanical history of the Indian subcontinent,
and is of far wider interest than the merely pteridological. In its personal and somewhat
idiosyncratic style it is reminiscent of writings of an earlier age, which, while not
without its own dangers, comes as a welcome change from the more arid style typical
of run-of-the-mill scientific and historical works.

Fraser-Jenkins, who is based in Kathmandu, is well known for his work on Asian
ferns, a combination that has led him to unscramble successfully the complexities of the
early collections of Nepalese plants and publications thereon. Anyone who has worked
on these matters will be aware of the difficulties of the ‘Wallich Herbarium’ (actually
the herbarium of the Hon. East India Company), its catalogue – Wallich’s Numerical

List with its nomina nuda, and the frustrations of trying to typify names published in
David Don’s Prodromus Florae Nepalensis (which Fraser-Jenkins convincingly
attributes to 1824 rather than the more usually cited 1825). The author has applied great
skill – and a steely determination – in untangling these knotty problems, and the results
are presented here in all their rich detail: botanical and biographical. Fascinating
information is provided of the earliest Western botanists to work in Nepal: Francis
Buchanan (later Hamilton), the Hon. Edward Gardner, Brian Houghton Hodgson,
William Jack and Nathaniel Wallich. That for Gardner, the ‘lost botanist’ of the title, is
particularly welcome, and he emerges as a fascinating character in the ‘White Mughal’
tradition (a tradition that appears to be alive and well, and living in Kathmandu!).

The story of Don’s Prodromus is given in detail, and the reasons for the opprobrium
heaped on it by John Lindley and Wallich shown to be unfair to Don, and more to do
with the circumstances of its commissioning by A.B. Lambert. Fully explained is the
Buchanan and ‘Wallich’ material on which Don worked, the latter being collected by
Gardner several years before Wallich’s own first and only visit to the country in 1820–1.
Useful notes are given on how to typify Don’s names, and appropriate warnings not to
use later, numbered, Nepalese specimens from the EIC herbarium. 

For this work a truly impressive range of sources, both printed and archival, has
been used – a major achievement given the author’s lack of an official position, and his
base in Nepal, which allows only occasional visits to Western libraries and herbaria.
This tenacity of purpose has reaped huge rewards in major discoveries such as the
manuscript of Thomas Moore’s Index Filicum in a well known library on the banks of
the Thames, and a find of much wider significance on the banks of the Hooghly. The
latter is Wallich’s entire incoming correspondence tragically repatriated to Calcutta by
Kew in 1887, and the manuscript of his unpublished ‘Filicologia Nepalensis’ of 1821.
Fraser-Jenkins draws attention to the perilous state of this archive and it is fervently to
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be hoped that it can be rescued before its destruction by the ravages of the Bengal
climate. 

Given the great virtues of this book it seems churlish to nitpick, but as has already
been hinted, there are dangers with such a personal style, and it could have been
judiciously edited without destroying its character: minor personal rants such as that
over Fraser-Jenkins’s own ‘author abbreviation’ could usefully have been lost. There
are remarkably few errors of fact or typography, but Hodgson was not knighted and
Thomas Thomson did not take back a set of EIC specimens to Calcutta in 1855. The
author’s highly approving view of Wallich’s personality is also debatable. 

These are but minor quibbles in what is a fascinating and important work. The
publishers are to be congratulated on taking on a work that it would have been hard to
publish in Britain. It is a handsome slim volume, on excellent paper, with good colour
reproduction in the interesting section of plates, and much better bound than many
modern Indian books.

H.J. Noltie
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